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Abstract: This Paper in Brief

Black people make less money than white people, in the United States. Why this is the case is
contested, with some scholars arguing for the existence of “systemic” forms of racism (Harris
1993; Hacker 1995; Kendi 2019), but others pointing out that most of the wealthiest groups in
the USA are non-white, and that a basic Success Sequence appears to predict outcomes for
members of all groups (Sowell 2005; Williams 2011; Reilly 2020). Whatever the ultimate causes
of the gap, it seems undeniable that improvements to certain independent variables (i.e. family
stability) could help shrink it. Perhaps the most obvious such variable, in a country where the
average college graduate makes ~$40,000 more than the average high school dropout (Bureau of
Labor Statistics 2017), is education. The focus of this paper is on whether current innovations in
education, specifically charter education, could improve positive outcomes for Black students –
graduation rates, test scores, and rates of college attendance – enough to substantially boost
Black incomes. Results of several tests of this question were mixed, but promising.

Across outcomes for all students, during our cross-tabulation and regression analyses, charter
schools at first frankly underperformed public schools. However, this was due largely to the
focus of most charters on lower-income and high-risk student populations. When our focus
shifted to Black students alone, charters slightly out-performed publics as re two of the three
variables being analyzed – and this advantage increased notably when adjustments were made
for the percentage of low-income and non-Asian minority (NAM) students within each network.
Further, an elite group of “no excuses” urban charters appears to currently out-perform almost all
other American schools (Cahodes 2018; Sowell 2020). Moving test score and graduation rate
means for all Black students even close to those currently posted by (for example) Success
Academy would boost the post-collegiate incomes of near-future cohorts of Black scholars by
tens of thousands of dollars. We discuss how feasible this is, at some length.
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Race and Income by the Numbers

Black people make less money than white people. This is one of the most widely discussed facts

in modern American life (O’Neill 1991; Hacker 1992, 1995; O’Neill 2005; Sowell 2005; Reilly

2020), and why it is the case is hotly disputed. Per the most recent available data, the average

Black American household has a median annual income of $46,073 as versus $65,902 for the

average white American household.1 A similar if smaller gap exists for personal income, with the

median Black man making $29,376 per annum as versus $40,632 for the median white male, and

the median Black female bringing in $22,690 as vs $25,221 for the median white woman.2 Per

capita gaps in income are at least this large, with all of the income earned by working or non-

working white Americans breaking down (as of 2018) to $36,962 per white citizen and all of the

income earned by working and non-working Black Americans breaking down to $23,303 per

Black citizen.3

The American political left tends to attribute racial gaps in income, like virtually

everything else, to racism. In his books and talks, some of which specifically mention wealth and

income differentials (Kendi 2019, 2020, 2021), the historian Ibram Kendi has famously argued

that the only potential explanations for large group differences in performance are (1) some form

of presumably genetic “inferiority” or (2) racism – however hard to identify. This sort of claim

has a long pedigree, with Cheryl Harris (1993) arguing that whiteness itself is a sort of valuable

“property” which facilitates access to wealth, and multiple scholars contending more specifically

that whites are – for example – more likely to be granted bank loans than Blacks with equal

1 https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=Table%20S0201%20&t=529%20-
%20English%20%28015,%20022%29%3AAncestry&tid=ACSSPP1Y2019.S0201&hidePreview=true.
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_income_in_the_United_States.
3 https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?tid=ACSSPP1Y2018.S0201&hidePreview=true.
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incomes.4An entire genre of “audit studies” purports to find discrimination against Blacks and

other minorities during the application processes for a whole range of income-producing jobs

(Pager 2003; Bertrand and Mullainathan 2004; Gaddis 2017).

However, a very considerable amount of evidence indicates that racial income gaps are

not primarily due to contemporary racism. At the most basic level of analysis, per the Census

data tables which provide the income figures for whites and Blacks given above, most of the

richest groups in the 2021 United States are NOT white.5 According to the 2019 American

Community Survey, the wealthiest population in the country currently is Indian Americans, with

a median household income of $135,809. Second place belongs to Taiwanese Americans, who

come in at $102,405.

All told, only two top-ten groups (Australians and Macedonians) would be

conventionally thought of as white, while eight – those mentioned plus Filipinos, South Africans,

Indonesians, Colombians, Indonesians, Pakistanis, and Persians – are mixed or minority

populations. Although these people(s) did not crack the top ten, many entirely Black groups also

did quite well: Ghanaians ($69,021), Nigerians ($65,685), Guyanese ($67,772), and Tanzanian

Yanks ($67,327) all finished ahead of the white average income, as did Chinese and Japanese

Americans; West Indians ($65,258) finished just $644 behind it.

There are measurable reasons for this success. At least since classic works from Sowell

(1984) and O’Neill (1991), a large number of serious quantitative scholars have pointed out that

simply adjusting for quantifiable traits that vary among large groups – i.e. culture of academic

study or region of residence – closes most gaps in performance, rendering it unnecessary to

4 See D’Souza (1995) or McWhorter (2005) for an extensive critique of this argument.
5 An obviously short-hand, but widely used and easily accessible version of this data is available here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ethnic_groups_in_the_United_States_by_household_income.
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resort either to claims of genetic inadequacy or ever-present racism. To give perhaps the least

controversial and most obvious example of a group-variant trait, the most common age for

Americans of different races is 58 for whites, 27 for Blacks, and eleven for Hispanics.6Median

gaps, quite frankly, are smaller – but large and visible differences of this kind will obviously

affect group rates of everything from crime to professional athletic participation to employment

as a business executive.

And, age does not stand alone. To quote extensively from one of O’Neill’s articles

(1990): “Overall, black men earn 82.9 percent of the white wage. Adjusting for black-white

differences in geographic region, schooling, and age raises the ratio to 87.7 percent; adding

differences in (standardized) test scores raises the ratio to 95.5 percent, and adding differences in

years of work experience raises the ratio to 99.1 percent.” Similarly and obviously, adjusting for

such non-exotic factors as credit score shrinks if not closes the Black: white lending gap.7

I myself have written an academic piece specifically critiquing the audit studies.8While

some of them have certainly generated valuable insights, very substantial problems with the

genre exist. First, the large majority of at least the better-known audit studies focus on a specific

sector of the job market, which might be summed up as the zone of “entry level, non-affirmative

action, private-sector positions - primarily with white-owned employers.” To be sure, many

people work in this sector. However, given the extent of well-documented affirmative

preferences across virtually all public sector and Fortune 500 jobs as well as collegiate

admissions (Sander and Taylor 2012; Xu 2021; Aurora 2022), it is worth noting that this might

well be the only sizable sector of the American rat race where a qualified minority applicant

6 https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/07/30/most-common-age-among-us-racial-ethnic-groups/
7 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9925561/The-secret-bias-hidden-mortgage-approval-algorithms.html.
8 https://www.nas.org/academic-questions/34/3/testing-the-tests-for-racism.
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would be at a disadvantage relative to an identical white. The decision of well-qualified but left-

leaning scholars to focus here almost exclusively might not be accidental.

As Gaddis (2017) has noted, audit studies also almost invariably fail to disentangle race

and class, when (for example) using stereotypical “Black” and “Caucasian” names to signal the

race of job applicants. One well-done study which paired obviously ethnic last names – two

examples might be “Hernandez” and “Freeman” – with race/class neutral first names found no

significant hiring bias whatsoever on the part of employers (Darolia and Koedel 2016). And,

beyond class, the audit tests generally offer no mechanism by which to adjust for the likely

average job qualifications of applicants.

In the current affirmative action era, the mean-average SAT scores during a

representative recent year were 941 for Blacks, 963 for Natives, 987 for Hispanics, 1118 for

whites, and 1181 for Asian Americans.9 Given a mean gap of 240 points between Black and

Asian applicants entering the job market, there might well be obvious logical reasons for an

employer to treat two young men who “both went to Penn State” a bit differently. Again, it

seems all but certain that basic mathematical adjustments for perceived differences, such as the

inclusion of a quantitative SAT or GRE score on resumes or CVs, would remove most of the

already fairly small audit-detected effect that is currently attributed to racism. At very least, there

exists an obvious data-based counter-claim to the argument that all or most group gaps are a

direct result of bias.

The Meat of the Issue: RAISING Black Incomes

9 https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2017/09/27/scores-new-sat-show-large-gaps-race-and-ethnicity.
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Largely missing from the conversation about low Black incomes and American income gaps, at

least in recent years,10 is much serious discussion about how to boost Black incomes. In practice,

positive adjustments to any of several independent/input variables would logically be almost

certain to do this. Perhaps most notably, a reduction in the current rate of single motherhood

would be one of the best imaginable outcomes for the Black community. One very basic reason

that Black household income is currently quite a bit below the household income for whites is

simply that there are many fewer people IN Black households.

As the great conservative Libertarian Black economist – I certainly hope I have all of that

in the correct order – Walter Williams has pointed out, the Black illegitimacy rate is currently

72%,11 as versus a high but less shocking white rate of about 30%. When Black families contain

as many gainfully employed adults as white ones, they generally achieve very similar outcomes:

a widely-read National Review article recently pointed out that the poverty-rate for two-parent

Black families is just 7%, in comparison with 22% for single-parent white families.12

Reluctance to discuss the potential improvement of outcomes for the Black community is

surely due in part awkwardness of bluntly discussing the myriad negative impacts of widespread

single motherhood,13 and it seems indisputable that reducing the prevalence of one-parent

households would have a dramatic positive effect within Black and indeed Caucasian

communities. However, the plain fact is that effecting any such change could at best be a slow

and contested process within 2021 America, given variables such as 3rd and 4thWave feminism,

the post-1970 proliferation of completely no-fault divorce, the potential “back door” return of

10 Books like Booker T. Washington’s Up from Slavery and E. Franklin Frazier’s The Black Bourgeoisie obviously
provided dramatic counter-points to this trend in the past.
11 https://www.creators.com/read/walter-williams/05/15/the-true-black-tragedy
12 https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/02/white-privilege-myth-reality/
13 A short list of the major papers documenting these can be found here: https://fathers.com/statistics-and-
research/the-consequences-of-fatherlessness/
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pay-per-child welfare via various child tax credits, and the utterly bi-partisan out-sourcing of

blue collar jobs that pay a living wage.

While a hypothetical campaign to restore the traditional family awaits future knights,

public schools and other educational options already exist today. Obviously and undeniably,

increased or improved education is one of the most predictable ways to improve life outcomes

for human beings at the individual or group level. At present, at least per 2017 data and among

males, the average annual income for a high school dropout in the United States is $22,214, the

average income for an individual to successfully complete high school is $32,307, the average

income for an individual with a four-year college degree is $62,304, and the average income for

a professional degree holder is $111,881.14

Similar effects of increased education on performance have historically been common at

the group level. Thomas Sowell (1984, 2005) points out that, long before the Civil Rights Act,

rates of poverty among African Americans dropped from 87% to well below 50%, during a

period when educational opportunities – e.g., the Rosewald Schools built in the segregated

South from 1917-1948 via partnerships between Black communities and Northern

philanthropists15 - became more widespread. Today, well-educated minority groups like the

Nigerian- and Indian-Americans discussed above have no trouble holding their own with the

white majority against any standard income metric. For at least the past two years, all Asian

women, as a group, have out-earned white men.16

Almost certainly, in this context, both improvable Black study habits and the critically

poor level of public schooling in many urban and in particular Black neighborhoods contribute to

14 https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/wkyeng.pdf
15 https://www.youneedaschoolhouse.com/rosenwald-schools
16 https://nypost.com/2021/12/11/asian-womens-success-disproves-of-white-male-supremacy/
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contemporary African-American economic struggles. While the topic is a controversial one, it

has been well-established for decades that Black students often seem simply to exert less effort

in the classroom than white or Asian scholars (Fordham and Ogbu 1986; McWhorter 2000; Ogbu

2003; Sowell 2005; Weissberg 2010). Discussing the data on rates of academic exertion across

groups, Sowell bluntly sums up this pattern: “One of the most obvious reasons for the deficient

educational performances of blacks is also one of the most overlooked or suppressed – by and

large, black students do not work as hard as white students, much less Asian students. The

Shaker Heights study is just one that has found this to be so.

However, it is hard, and unfair, to blame students alone. Large urban school systems

often struggle to provide a bare minimum level of student service: one Baltimore network of

public schools recently made international news after a student with a .13 GPA who had only

passed three classes in four years ended up ranked in or close to the top half of his class.17Across

all Charm City schools, 41% of students had an official GPA below 1.0 during the most recent

year fully on record.18 This is unlikely to be the result of “racism” in any real sense of that term:

eight of the 10 members of the Baltimore City Board of School Commissioners, including the

Chair and the Vice Chair, are currently African American.19 However, the results are as they are

– and as they have been for some time.

A new feature of the conversation about education and performance, both among Blacks

and overall, is the USA’s growing network of charter schools. Charter schools are schools that

are technically public institutions, but which are “not created by the existing government

17 https://foxbaltimore.com/news/project-baltimore/city-student-passes-3-classes-in-four-years-ranks-near-top-half-
of-class-with-013-gpa
18

https://www.realcleareducation.com/2021/07/16/baltimore_41_of_high_school_students_earn_below_10_gpa_5015
4.html.
19 https://www.baltimorecityschools.org/board-commissioners
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education authorities” but instead “by some private groups who gain government approval by

meeting various preconditions (Sowell 2020: 1).” Perspectives on these institutions vary, with

charters being called everything from “a striking success” to “a failed and damaging experiment”

to a mere “fad” in published papers (2020: 1). Some charter networks have struggled to the point

of being forcibly shut down, but many or most seem to be doing quite well: the prominent

Success Academy network recently achieved an average SAT score of 1268 across its largest

senior class yet,20 and Thomas Sowell published a well-received 2020 book arguing that urban

charter school networks generally out-perform at least comparable urban publics, often by a

substantial margin.21

In one non-complicated sentence, the primary research question of this paper is: do

charter schools produce a substantial enough increase in Black/POC student performance that

increasing rates of charter attendance could – via improvement of high school graduation rates,

mean and median SAT scores, and rates of collegiate attendance –boost Black incomes to a

measurable and statistically significant degree? The paper’s primary, and indeed only,

hypothesis is that this will in fact be the case.

Data, Methodology, and Results

The primary methodological task underlying this paper was a simple but surprisingly difficult

one: gather state-by-state data on the performance of every charter network within each state and

compare this to publicly available data on the performance of the public schools within each

state system. Without a surfeit of boring detail, this proved to be time-consuming and

surprisingly complicated. As Gross (1999) noted some years back, many states seem to make it

20 https://nypost.com/2020/05/01/entire-success-academy-senior-class-accepted-to-college/
21 https://www.amazon.com/Charter-Schools-Enemies-Thomas-Sowell/dp/1541675134
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almost intentionally difficult to access data on various forms of educational performance, and

there are a good many networks of charter schools in the United States.

However, I and co-author Jane Lingle were able to compile useful state-by-state data on

public vs. charter performance as re the following variables: overall high school student

graduation rates, Black high school student graduation rates, mean-average SAT score for all

students taking the exam, mean-average SAT score for all Black students, overall student rates of

collegiate attendance, and Black student rates of collegiate attendance. We were also able to

compile data on the total percentages of low-income (“economically deprived”), non-Asian

minority (“NAM”), and 1st-generation migrant students enrolled across each state system of

public schools and across most charter school networks.

The broad conclusion derived from analysis of this data can be summed up as: charters

can and often do benefit Black students, in ways that could potentially change the economic

trajectory of the Black community, but the picture is a complex one and the type of charter

matters very much. Specifically, brick-and-mortar (as vs. online or hybrid) lottery charter

schools, which teach a “no nonsense” college preparatory curriculum, seem to produce the best

academic outcomes for African American students/learners.
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Table One: Public and Charter School Performance by Six Metrics22

School Category Graduation
Rate

Black
Grad
Rate

SAT
Mean
Score

Black
SAT
Mean

College
Attend.
%

Black
College
Att. %

All Public Schools
(State Averages) 85% 78% 1,109 966 63% 54%

All Charter Schools
(State Averages) 78% 73% 1,021 970 53% 55%

Publics: States with
Public + Charter Data 85% 78% 1,137 964 63% 55%

Charters: States with
Public + Charter Data 78% 73% 1,020 970 54% 56%

As previous scholars have noted (see Cohodes 2018), public schools and charter schools

objectively seemed to perform at a very similar level during our ‘first stage’ analysis, with public

schools having the advantage per some metrics. However, as is so often true in social science,

these relationships are altered substantially when adjustments are made for the very different

populations of the two academic eco-systems. As Sowell (2020: 2-3) points out early on:

“Nationwide, white students plus Asian students are a majority of the students in the traditional

public schools, while black students plus Hispanic students are a majority of the students in

charter schools.” Further, charter schools are often located in “low-income minority communities

(2020: 2).” We very much found that adjustment for these obvious population differences was

essential, and that this adjustment substantially impacted empirical analysis of charter

performance.

22 In all models appearing in this chapter, significance is measured using “stars” thus: one star indicates significance
at the .05 level, two stars indicate significance at the .01 level, and three stars indicate significance at the .001 level.
What is being tested is whether or not between-group differences in the increased number of mean answers for my
identity questions between Survey B and Survey C – which exactly indicate the level of willingness to change
identity for each group – are statistically significant. The data in Figure One was generated using Question Three on
List Experiment surveys B and C.
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{{Table Two Appears as Appendix A}}

In terms of overall student success metrics, public schools frankly at first seemed to

outpace charters, and to do so by a solid (if hardly enormous) margin per new 2019 data. Across

the 51 state public school networks to report graduation rates, the average graduation rate was

85.25%.23 In contrast, the average state-by-state graduation rate for charter students, across the

34 states with sufficient charter school data available for analysis, was 77.62%.24 The average

reported SAT score across the state public school systems was 1,109, while the average SAT

score across the charter networks was 1,021. Finally, the state-by-state average percentage of

public school graduates who went on to attend a college or university was 62.88% while the

state-by-state average percentage of charter school graduates who went on to attend a college or

university was 52.53%. At first glance, both varieties of school seem to do fairly well at

educating students – but are we witnessing a clear win for traditional red-brick publics?

23 Of course, some “games” are possible with this data. For example, graduation rate data can be coded to represent
the graduation rate in Year X for students entering their senior cohort that year. Thus, presumably, a well-known
miscreant who dropped out at the end of junior year would not be included within the numerator or the denominator
used to construct the figures we analyze. While this is largely a personal opinion based upon Reilly’s experiences
during conversations for this paper, reviews of relevant news stories, and the like, we “get the feeling” that charter
schools are generally more likely to report student data ‘straight’ than are many of certainly the larger public school
systems.
24 All rates and scores provided in this paragraph represent a mean average as calculated across all state and charter
systems with available data; calculation was done in this manner to minimize outlier effects (i.e., what might a low
public school graduation rate for California mean for all P.S. graduation rate data?). The results of other calculation
methodologies are available from the authors upon request, as is the underlying public and charter data itself.
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Table Three: School Type and Population Impacts on SAT Mean – All Students25

Variable Coefficient (S.E)

Student Poverty Percentage NAM Student Percentage-1.49 (1.05) -
2.42 (.840)**

Charter School Status -1.89 (39.4)

R2 = .35
Number of Observations = 42

Not quite. As has been previously noted, the student body populations of public schools

and charter schools are very different. While, as several authors cited so far predicted, white and

Asian students still made up a roughly 60% majority of the traditional public school students in

our data pool, the charter school student population was very heavily (~65%) Black and Latino.

Simply switching the scope of analysis to BLACK students alone entirely changes most ratios of

relative performance between public and charter school networks, and in fact reverses some

relationships. For Blacks alone, high school graduation rates by state averaged 78% for public

school students and 73% for charter kids – still a slight advantage for publics. However, the

average state SAT score for charter school Black enrollees was a 970, as versus a 966 by-state

average for Black students enrolled in public schools. The charter school college attendance rate

for Blacks alone was also very slightly higher, at roughly 55% as versus 54.14% for public

school Black students.

25 For the “star-gazers:” in all models in this paper, one asterisk/star indicates significance at the .05 level, two stars
indicate significance at the .01 level, and three stars indicate significance at the .001 level.
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Table Four: School Type and Population Impacts on SAT Mean – Black Students

Variable Coefficient (S.E)

Student Poverty Percentage NAM Student Percentage-1.41 (1.10)
-.613 (.838)

Charter School Status 43.4 (43.0)

R2 = .07
Number of Observations = 34

Since data on student outcomes was not available on a state-by-state basis for all charter

school populations, it might be objected that comparing some or even most charter networks

with essentially all state systems constitutes a case of comparing apples to oranges. A simple

solution, at this stage of analysis, is to compare data across only those states for which both

public and charter school figures were readily available. When this analysis was conducted, the

relevant performance metrics changed very little.

For states reporting both blocs of data, the average public school graduation rate across

all students was 85%, while the average charter graduation rate was 78%. The average public

school graduation rate specifically for Black students was 78%, as versus an average charter

graduation rate of 73% for Black students. The state-by-state average SAT for all test-takers was

1,138 for public school students overall, as versus 1,020 for charter school students overall.

However, charter school Black students again beat public school Blacks on the SAT, 970 to 964.

College attendance rates for all groups were virtually identical to those given above. Again, the

overall public school population out-performs the overall charter school population, but that this

relationship almost entirely vanishes when a single adjustment for race is made.
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Race, Class, School Type, and Beyond

Even noting, and specifically adjusting for, the different racial demographics of the student

populations of public and charter systems does not tell full the story of public: charter

differences. Black people are often stereotyped as poor (Helmrich 1983; Hacker 1992; Taylor et

al 2019; Oluo 2020), and racial income gaps clearly do exist – thus this paper. However,

according to a “pro-Black” but quantitatively sound web resource

(www.blackdemographics.com), just 21% of Black households today earn under $15,000

annually and thus fall into the category “poverty/working poor.” In contrast, 25% can fairly be

called working class (up to $35,000), a 40% plurality are working-middle or middle class

($35,000-100,000), 12% are upper middle class ($100-200,000), and 2.7% are fairly wealthy – a

figure not too far below the equivalent rate for whites. Many or most Black students today come

from “normal” families and attend fairly typical public or private schools (McWhorter 2000;

Ogbu 2003; Jack 2020).

In contrast, a very large percentage of students at most charter schools come from lower-

income or at-risk student populations targeted by the school. For example, per the Appendices

for this paper, “almost half of Indiana’s 49 charter high schools in fact serve an adult

population,” including many former criminal offenders. Wyoming’s primary charter high school

is located on a high-poverty Native American reservation, the Wind River Indian Reserve.

Unsurprisingly, the average state public school system in our sample contained 41.9% non-Asian

minority (NAM) students and 43.5% lower-income students, while the average charter system

contained 62.6% NAM students and 51.9% lower-income students, many of these latter poorer

than the very large majority of their public school peers.
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{{Table Five Appears as Appendix B}}

As Tables 3-4 illustrate, all charter school students performed on par with all public

school students, and Black charter school students as a group out-performed Black public school

students as a group, during a simple regression analysis in which we adjusted for the NAM

percentage and lower-income student percentage within each system. At a more basic level of

analysis, regions with demographically similar charter school and public school populations,

such as Washington D.C. (76% charter graduation rate vs. 69% public graduation rate) and

Virginia (98/84) not infrequently see charter students simply outpace public enrollees with no

adjustments needed.

Further, unlike men, not all charter schools are created equal. Charter schools and charter

school networks fall into several distinct categories: brick-and-mortar vs. online or hybrid,

lottery vs. first-come-first-served, STEM-focused or college preparatory vs. experimental in

curricular terms, high-risk serving vs. low-risk serving, and so forth. Past authors have noted that

high-performing charters tend to be brick-and-mortar lottery schools which share a range of

instructional characteristics, very importantly including “a no excuses curriculum (Cahodes

2018; Sowell 2020).” There seems to be little doubt many such charters out-perform virtually all

publics, and substantially boost student learning outcomes. Cahodes and Sowell provide more

than a handful of inspiring elementary examples, and the high performance of secondary schools

like Success Academy has been noted above.

We strongly affirm this conclusion (“such charters…virtually all publics”). During this

project, we broke out the sizable sub-set of charter schools classified as high-performing –
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defined here as those schools which boasted an SAT mean over their state average for all

students, an SAT mean over the state average for Black students, a graduation rate over 90%, or

a Black student graduation rate over 90% - in the six states to fully report all of this data broken

down by race, and analyzed them on the basis of school characteristics. Of the 169 schools in

this data set, 162 (96.4%) were brick-and-mortar schools with an actual physical plant in place,

despite the increasing popularity of online and hybrid education.

Ninety-eight of the 129 schools for which this data was accessible (76%) were lottery-

admission institutions as vs. either open-admission schools or test-focused magnet schools –

indicating that parental motivation matters for success but student background genuinely may

not. Most notably, 98 of the 111 schools to provide data re this point (88.3%) boasted a

traditional college preparatory or classical educational curriculum, or a STEM-focused

curriculum. Interestingly, 23 of the top schools – fully 14% - specifically mentioned student or

parental “responsibility” as a core operating principle on their website or in their materials,

requiring (for example) volunteering on the campus outside of school hours.

Among these top charter schools, only an “unlucky 13” of 111 institutions (11.71%)

operated using what we half-jokingly coded as a ‘Woke’ curriculum, with code words like

“equity” used in school materials. Further, these 13 wide-awake charters posted an average SAT

score of just 1,000 – dozens of points below those in other curricular categories and 162 points

behind schools offering a staid classical education. Overall, our results strongly support the

finding that brick-and-mortar lottery charter schools, providing a no-excuses classical or

technical education, do well by students. A more in-depth review of the data reflecting this

appears in Table Six.
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Table Six: Percentage of High Performing Charter Schools by Selected Metrics

School Success
Category

Brick/Mortar
Percentage

Traditional
Curriculum
Percentage

STEM
Curriculum
Percentage

Lottery
Admissions
Percentage

Personal
Responsibility
Invoked

High SAT Score:
All Students 94%

(78/83)
78%
(38/49)

18%
(9/49)

63%
(37/59)

12%
(10/83)

High SAT Score:
Black Students 100%

(38/38)
68%
(21/31)

10%
(3/31)

97%
(28/29)

21%
(8/38)

High Grad-Rate:
All Students 98%

(120/123)
70%
(57/81)

19%
(15/81)

80%
(78/97)

15%
(18/123)

High Grad-Rate:
Black Students 97%

(66/68)
67%
(30/45)

22%
(10/45)

77%
(47/61)

15%
(10/68)

We encountered many such excellent charter schools during the course of this project. In

Arizona, the BASIS charter network posted a graduation rate of 99.3%, failing to graduate

exactly four students out of 554 across ten campuses - Ahwataukee, Chandler, Flagstaff, Mesa,

Oro Valley, Peoria, Phoenix, Prescott, Scottsdale, and Tucson (North).26 Great Hearts Academies

did nearly as well, ‘dropping’ four students out of 461 across eight campuses.27 Closer to home,28

Northern Illinois Noble Schools network posted graduation rates of 95.2% (159/167) for the

Noble Campus school, 94.8% (269/284) for Chicago Bulls Prep, 94.2% for UIC College Prep

(220/234), and 92% for Muchin College Prep (224/243) – and saw only one of 16 sizable

campuses fall below an 85% graduation rate. All of these schools largely fit the description of

26 https://www.basised.com/
27 https://www.greatheartsamerica.org/
28 https://nobleschools.org/
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successful charter schools provided above and in previous literature, although Great Hearts does

offer some classes online.29

The Potential Effect of Real Education on Black Incomes

There is little doubt that, were a re-vamped U.S. educational system to produce the

educational gains among Black Americans that charter networks with ‘winning characteristics’

currently produce among all students – or even those that charter schools overall currently

produce among low-income minority students – this would have a practical impact on Black

incomes. As already noted, the current income gap between an American high school graduate

and a citizen with just one four-year college degree is almost $30,000.

And, importantly, it is also true that a graduate of Yale is unlikely to make the same

amount of money post-baccalaureate as a graduate of the University of Phoenix, or indeed of a

perfectly solid brick-and-mortar institution like Western Illinois University. A comprehensive

recent report put out by PayScale ranks early-career earnings after the BA/BS from $97,700 at

1st-place Harvey Mudd – and not far beyond that at MIT ($93,700), Stanford ($87,100) and Navy

($83,700) – all the way down to $39,800 at Nazarene Bible College and $36,800 at Johnson

University.30 Such earnings-by-campus track very closely with the average SAT score of each

institution, which currently ranges from 1,500+ at a suite of top universities like “Harvard,

Stanford, Cal-Tech, MIT, and Princeton” down to 1100-1200 at flagship Southern state

29 Two quick notes here: first, most of the schools just named – including all of the BASIS academies – offer K-12
education. So, not all of their students are included within the “high school graduation rate” numbers for charter
school students on an annual basis. Second, it might be claimed that high attrition rates at some point – for example,
(intentional?) failure to retain students before the start of their senior year or even high school career – contributes to
the SAT averages and graduation rates posted by successful charter schools. However, this same point can be made
against publics serving a student body population at all similar to that served by charter schools. Per frankly reported
data from the state of Texas, the freshman-to-senior non-retention rate is currently at least 20%, has ranged as high
as 33% during the past several decades, and is TWICE as high for NAM students as for white ones: https://
files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED609722.pdf.
30 https://www.payscale.com/college-salary-report/bachelors
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universities like “Ole Miss” and the University of Missouri and below 1100 at quality non-

flagships like Arkansas State, Illinois State, and the ‘directional’ campuses of the University of

Colorado system.3132

While any analysis of this kind is purely hypothetical, plain logic implies that raising the

state-by-state SAT average for Black students from (say) 970 to a 1070 – a reasonable goal well

below the 1268 earned on average by Success Academy seniors or the 1162 earned by students

in our “top charters” focused on classical education, but more than double the roughly 50-point

SAT boost observed for all Black charter students during regressions - would boost their later

incomes, increasing projected post-college earnings from the $40-45,000 available to graduates

of non-selective institutions up to the roughly $65,000 available to graduates of Illinois State.33A

jump to the Success Academy mean would move the same absolutely average Black student

from a hypothetical $40-45,000 annual starting salary to the $76,000 earned by graduates of

Syracuse34 or the University of Colorado.35 Being better educated, and thus testing better on the

major aptitude exams, correlates with earning more money.

The performance of successful charter schools empirically illustrates how this much-

needed educational improvement can take place. In one sentence: don’t be Baltimore. The two

great, twinned problems facing the educators of many Black students – and, I suspect, of poor

white students and recent Latino immigrants as well – are student apathy and misbehavior

(Fordham and Ogbu 1986; McWhorter 2000; Ogbu 2003; Weissberg 2010; Ma 2011) and poor

performances on the part of unmotivated school faculty and administrators (Gross 1999; Sowell

31 https://www.testgeek.com/sat-scores-guide.html
32 https://www.stateuniversity.com/rank/sat_75pctl_rank.html
33 https://www.payscale.com/research/US/School=Illinois_State_University/Salary.
34 https://www.payscale.com/research/US/School=Syracuse_University/Salary
35 https://www.payscale.com/research/US/School=University_of_Colorado_-_Boulder_(UCB)/Salary
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2003; Thernstrom and Thernstrom 2003; Sowell 2020). High-performing schools must and do

become schools which avoid both pitfalls: teachers are often hired without regard to debatably

useful education degrees, effective methods such as phonics replace trendy ones like “whole

language” as the focus of curricula,36 and violations of discipline are not permitted.

Most notably, students work, putting in long and focused hours of skill-training in the

classroom. Describing the shared traits of a group of very successful Black institutions, Sowell

sums these up as: “(In) successful schools for low-income minority students…emphasis is on

work (2005: 220).” He then goes on to provide concrete examples of what this means. Within

minority-serving schools in the highly successful Knowledge Is Power Program (KIPP) network,

“students spend 67 percent more time in the classroom than the average public school student

(2005: 219).” Even the personal time of ‘KIPPSTERS,’ when they are inside a school building,

is occupied with learning: “Each morning, students receive a worksheet of math, logic, and word

problems for them to solve in the free minutes (219).”

In these schools and similar ones, intense focus from the adults in the building on helping

students learn is not merely expected but demanded. Chicago’s Earhart School, for example,

devotes an hour and a half every morning specifically to phonics-based reading and word

recognition exercises (2005: 219). During this reading period, “all physical education, music, art,

and library” classes and activities stop, and “the entire support staff” for the school helps kids

read (219). Schools of this kind are not magical outliers: the Heritage Foundation recently

studied at least 21 public and charter examples of the genre for its “No Excuses” program, all of

which scored above the 65th percentile on national achievement tests despite having 75+% lower-

36 Discussions of this particular controversy within several of the works just cited, most notably Gross (1999) and
Sowell (2003) are worth reading-through in depth.
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income student bodies (220). Sowell sums up the secret of their success, again, as: “The biggest

secret is that there are no secrets, unless work is a secret (220).”

The newer and better schools to emerge down the pike need not be charters. As we

observed in this paper, charters overall out-performed publics only for Black enrollees, and only

against some variables. However, most of these top schools to come probably will be charter

schools. Traditional American public schools are, to a rather remarkable extent, wired into a

single model of education. Teachers with non-subject-specific education degrees, the utility of

which has frankly often been questioned (see Kaminer 1991, 2001), teach according to pre-set

curricula often determined at the state level. These teachers are members of powerful unions,

which make it very difficult to reward innovative new pedagogies and even to punish

incompetent or un-acceptably ideological teachers (Stern 1997; Gross 1999; Rhee 2013; Rufo

2021).

In contrast, charter schools can be created by any qualified private group; they often exist

specifically for the purpose of educational innovation and the try-out of new ideas. While not all

of these ideas succeed, many do – and there is little doubt that the boosts in student performance

provided by innovative networks like Success Academy, KIPP, and BASIS have measurable

positive impacts on “hard” dependent variables like college attendance and income later in life.

Any expansion in the number of such successful institutions, and of similar ones, would by

definition expand the universe of those receiving such benefits – potentially helping to move an

entire community forward.

That, I suppose, is a trip we’d all like to “charter.”
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Appendix A: Low-Income Student Population and N.A.M Population by School

Table Two: Public and Charter School Grad Rate/Outcomes and Student Population

State + School Type Graduation
Rate

Low-
Income
Population

NAM
Student
Population

Alabama Public Schools
Alabama Charter Schools

90.0%
62.2%

44.7%
81.0%

40.0%
86.4%

Alaska Public Schools
Alaska Charter Schools

80.4%
66.1%

42.9%
35.7%

64.6%
N/A

Arizona Public Schools
Arizona Charter Schools

79.2
54.4%

35.5%
34.8%

58.3%
67.5%

Arkansas Public Schools
Arkansas Charter Schools

87.6%
81.7%

67.1%
63.5%

36.5%
44.4%

California Public Schools
California Charter Schools

84.4%
61.3%

69.0%
77.0%

N/A
N/A

Colorado Public Schools
Colorado Charter Schools

81.9%
61.8%

46.6%
56.3%

43.2%
50.7%

Connecticut Public Schools
Connecticut Charter Schools

88.5%
74.4%

47.4%
82.4%

39.0%
96.5%

Delaware Public Schools
Delaware Charter Schools

88.3%
82.0%

25.1%
21.9%

49.0%
68.4%

D.C. Public Schools
D.C. Charter Schools

65.0%
N/A

N/A
N/A

86.9%
N/A

Florida Public Schools
Florida Charter Schools

86.9%
80.7%

N/A
6.3%

57.7%
13.5%

Georgia Public Schools
Georgia Charter Schools

N/A
45.0%

N/A
25.5%

N/A
46.4%

Hawaii Public Schools
Hawaii Charter Schools

85.0%
84.1%

N/A
N/A

N/A
75.8%

Idaho Public Schools
Idaho Charter Schools

80.7%
57.4%

53.5%
22.5%

22.8%
3.5%

Illinois Public Schools
Illinois Charter Schools

86.2%
82.2%

48.8%
82.1%

47.3%
97.8%

Indiana Public Schools
Indiana Charter Schools

87.0%
40.0%

38.2%
53.8%

27.7%
37.0%

Iowa Public Schools
Iowa Charter Schools

91.6%
95.7%

45.9%
47.8%

18.9%
N/A

Kansas Public Schools
Kansas Charter Schools

87.5%
49.7%

35.3%
43.4%

30.9%
41.0%

Kentucky Public Schools
Kentucky Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Louisiana Public Schools
Louisiana Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
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Maine Public Schools
Maine Charter Schools

87.5%
67.9%

47.0%
54.1%

8.0%
84.0%

Maryland Public Schools
Maryland Charter Schools

86.9%
88.1%

31.6%
34.6%

55.1%
95.8%

Massachusetts Publics
Massachusetts Charters

88.0%
86.1%

9.8%
47.1%

68.6%
60.8%

Michigan Public Schools
Michigan Charter Schools

81.4%
59.6%

46.0%
68.5%

33.5%
67.9%

Minnesota Public Schools
Minnesota Charter Schools

83.7%
61.5%

43.4%
62.1%

24.7%
46.7%

Mississippi Public Schools
Mississippi Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Missouri Public Schools
Missouri Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Montana Public Schools
Montana Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Nebraska Public Schools
Nebraska Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Nevada Public Schools
Nevada Charter Schools

84.1%
79.2%

65.3%
5.4%

60.3%
51.8%

New Hampshire Publics
New Hampshire Charters

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

New Jersey Public Schools
New Jersey Charter Schools

90.6%
84.9%

33.5%
74.4%

42.6%
97.7%

New Mexico Public Schools
New Mexico Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

New York Public Schools
New York Charter Schools

83.4%
80.1%

52.9%
78.6%

45.0%
91.8%

N. Carolina Public Schools
N. Carolina Charter Schools

86.5%
75.5%

38.9%
14.0%

46.9%
43.3%

N. Dakota Public Schools
N. Dakota Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Ohio Public Schools
Ohio Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Oklahoma Public Schools
Oklahoma Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Oregon Public Schools
Oregon Charter Schools

82.6%
69.5%

33.5%
53.7%

56.6%
25.6%

Pennsylvania Public Schools
Pennsylvania Charter Schools

87.4%
71.0%

36.4%
N/A

29.0%
N/A

Rhode Island Public Schools
Rhode Island Charter Schools

83.9%
81.2%

55.3%
84.9

39.6%
78.1%

S. Carolina Public Schools
S. Carolina Charter Schools

81.1%
70.1%

47.3%
37.8%

45.0%
31.7%
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S. Dakota Public Schools
S. Dakota Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Tennessee Public Schools
Tennessee Charter Schools

89.1%
84.2%

36.7%
63.1%

33.1%
95.7%

Texas Public Schools
Texas Charter Schools

90.0%
62.5%

53.7%
22.1%

66.8%
69.6%

Utah Public Schools
Utah Charter Schools

87.4%
83.2%

28.2%
N/A

24.4%
N/A

Vermont Public Schools
Vermont Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Virginia Public Schools
Virginia Charter Schools

92.5%
98.2%

47.7%
36.6%

43.5%
61.8%

Washington Public Schools
Washington Charter Schools

82.9%
75.0%

50.9%
N/A

36.7%
65.9%

W. Virginia Public Schools
W. Virginia Charter Schools

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Wisconsin Public Schools
Wisconsin Charter Schools

90.6%
79.4%

35.0%
43.9%

25.1%
42.1%

Wyoming Public Schools
Wyoming Charter Schools

82.1%
50.0%

43.5%
100%

19.9%
100%
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Appendix B: Top Performing Charter Networks in States with Typical Characteristics

Random States for Best Charter Franchises
Arizona, California, Illinois, Indiana

Arizona:
Arizona Agribusiness & Equine Center Early College High Schools
(https://www.aaechs.com/)

Arizona Agribusiness & Equine Center, Inc. – Estrella (98.94% grad rate – 93/94)
Arizona Agribusiness & Equine Center, Inc. – Mesa (100% grad rate – 11/11)
Arizona Agribusiness & Equine Center, Inc. – Paradise Valley (96.39% grad rate –

80/83)
Arizona Agribusiness & Equine Center, Inc. – Red Mountain (100% grad rate – 18/18)
Arizona Agribusiness & Equine Center, Inc. - Prescott Valley (94.44% grad rate – 51/54)
Arizona Agribusiness & Equine Center, Inc. – SMCC (99.11% grad rate – 111/112)

BASIS Charter Schools (https://enrollbasis.com/schools/arizona/)
BASIS Ahwatukee (100% grad rate – 29/29)
BASIS Chandler (98.75% grad rate – 79/80)
BASIS Flagstaff (100% grad rate - 41/41) BASIS Mesa (100% grad rate – 40/40)
BASIS Oro Valley (100% grad rate – 47/47)
BASIS Peoria (98.04% grad rate – 50/51) BASIS
Phoenix (100% grad rate – 51/51) BASIS Prescott
(96.6% grad rate – 26/27) BASIS Scottsdale (100%
grad rate- 90/90) BASIS Tucson North (98.98% grad rate – 97/98)

Great Hearts Academies (https://www.greatheartsamerica.org/)
Great Hearts Academies - Anthem Prep (100% grad rate – 39/39) Great
Hearts Academies - Arete Prep (100% grad rate – 55/55)
Great Hearts Academies – Chandler Prep (97.59% grad rate – 81/83)
Great Hearts Academies - Glendale Prep (100% grad rate – 44/44) Great
Hearts Academies - North Phoenix Prep (100% grad rate – 26/26) Great
Hearts Academies - Scottsdale Prep (100% grad rate – 70/70) Great
Hearts Academies - Trivium Prep (100% grad rate – 59/59) Great Hearts
Academies - Veritas Prep (97.65% grad rate – 83/85)

Sonoran Schools (https://sonoranschools.org/)
Paragon Science Academy (100% grad rate – 22/22)
Sonoran Science Academy - Davis Monthan (100% grad rate – 14/14)
Sonoran Science Academy – Phoenix (96% grad rate – 24/25) Sonoran
Science Academy – Tucson (97.67% grad rate – 42/43)
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California:

Alliance College-Ready Public Schools (https://www.laalliance.org/)
Alliance Alice M. Baxter College-Ready High (82.1% grad rate – 55/67)
Alliance Cindy and Bill Simon Technology Academy High (99.2% grad rate – 123/124)
Alliance Collins Family College-Ready High (98.6% grad rate – 136/138)
Alliance Dr. Olga Mohan High (99% grad rate – 97/98)
Alliance Gertz-Ressler Richard Merkin 6-12 Complex (96.9% grad rate – 127/131)
Alliance Judy Ivie Burton Technology Academy High (100% grad rate – 129/129)
Alliance Leichtman-Levine Family High (93.7% grad rate – 119/127)
Alliance Marc & Eva Stern Math and Science (97.8% grad rate – 136/139) Alliance
Margaret M. Bloomfield Tech. Academy High (98.2% grad rate – 109/111) Alliance
Morgan McKinzie High (94.7% grad rate – 72/76)
Alliance Ouchi-O'Donovan 6-12 Complex (98.4% grad rate - 127129)
Alliance Patti And Peter Neuwirth Leadership Academy (97% grad rate – 128/132)
Alliance Piera Barbaglia Shaheen Health Services Academy (86% grad rate – 92/107)
Alliance Renee and Meyer Luskin Academy High (93.8% grad rate – 120/128) Alliance
Susan and Eric Smidt Technology High (89.7% grad rate – 130/145) Alliance Ted K.
Tajima High (96.6% grad rate – 57/59)
Alliance Tennenbaum Family Technology High (94.3% grad rate – 82/87)

AMethod Public Schools
(https://www.amethodschools.org/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=361208&type=d&term
REC_ID=&pREC_ID=680449#:~:text=Established%20in%201994%2C%20Oakland%20
Charter%20Academy%20is%20the,Blue%20Ribbon%20School.%20Oakland%20Charte
r%20High%20School%20%28OCHS%29)

Oakland Charter High (90.8% grad rate – 99/109)
John Henry High (93.8% grad rate – 76/81)
Clarksville Charter (96.4% grad rate – 27/28)

Aspire Public Schools (https://aspirepublicschools.org/)
Aspire Alexander Twilight Secondary Academy (93.8% grad rate – 30/32)
Aspire Benjamin Holt College Preparatory Academy (97.8% grad rate – 90/92)
Aspire East Palo Alto Charter (89.5% grad rate – 17/19)
Aspire Golden State College Preparatory Academy (95.4% grad rate – 62/65)
Aspire Langston Hughes Academy (98.8% grad rate – 81/82)
Aspire Lionel Wilson College Preparatory Academy (92.3% grad rate – 48/52)
Aspire Ollin University Preparatory Academy (95.8% grad rate – 114/119)
Aspire Pacific Academy (77.9% grad rate – 74/95)
Aspire Richmond Ca. College Preparatory Academy (95.7% grad rate – 45/47)
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Green Dot Public Charter Schools (https://greendot.org/schools/#california)
Animo College Preparatory Academy (75.2% grad rate – 88/117)
Animo Inglewood Charter High (93.7% grad rate – 133/142)
Animo Jackie Robinson High (95.3% grad rate – 141/148) Animo
Leadership High (97.4% grad rate – 149/153)
Animo Pat Brown (95.3% grad rate – 123/129)
Animo Ralph Bunche Charter High (93.1% grad rate – 134/144)
Animo South Los Angeles Charter (87.5% grad rate – 112/128)
Animo Venice Charter High (91.4% grad rate – 128/140)
Animo Watts College Preparatory Academy (85.3% grad rate – 110/120)
Oscar De La Hoya Animo Charter High (95.6% grad rate – 130/136)

High Tech High (https://www.hightechhigh.org/)
High Tech High (95.4% grad rate – 125/131)
High Tech High International (97.9% grad rate – 94/96)
High Tech LA (91.8% - 98/97)
High Tech High Media Arts (96.7% grad rate – 87/90) High
Tech High Chula Vista (96.6% grad rate – 141/146) High
Tech High North County (95.7% grad rate – 89/93)

Illinois:
Chicago International Charter Schools (https://www.chicagointl.org/)

CICS – Longwood Campus (82.1% grad rate – 105/128)
CICS – Northtown Campus (98.5% grad rate – 227/230)
CICS – Quest North Campus (86.3% grad rate - 51/59)
CICS – Ralph Ellison Campus (88.8% grad rate – 77/87)

Noble School (https://nobleschools.org/noblestreet/)
Noble St Charter – Baker Campus (84.5% grad rate – 49/58)
Noble St Charter – Butler College Prep-Crimson (90.6% grad rate – 153/169)
Noble St Charter – Chicago Bulls Prep (94.8% grad rate – 269/284) Noble St
Charter – Comer College Prep (87.8% grad rate – 148/169) Noble St Charter –
DRW Trading College Prep (90.7% grad rate – 81/89) Noble St Charter –
Golder College Prep (92.3% grad rate – 153/166) Noble St Charter –
Hansberry College Prep-Silver (87.5% grad rate – 122/139) Noble St Charter –
ITW Speer Academy (86.5% grad rate – 231/267) Noble St Charter – Johnson
College Prep (84.9% grad rate – 162/191) Noble St Charter – Muchin College
Prep (92% grad rate – 224/243) Noble St Charter – Noble Campus (95.2%
grad rate – 159/167)
Noble St Charter – Pritzker College Prep (87.8% grad rate – 214/244) Noble
St Charter – Rauner College Prep (85.3% grad rate – 131/154) Noble St
Charter – Rowe-Clark MSAcademy (82.2% grad rate – 83/101) Noble St
Charter – The Noble Academy (89.7% grad rate – 100/111) Noble St Charter –
UIC College Prep (94.2% grad rate – 220/234)
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Perspectives (https://pcsedu.org/)
Perspectives Charter – High School of Technology (97.4% grad rate – 77/79)
Perspectives Charter – IIT Campus (87.5% grad rate – 61/70)
Perspectives Charter – Joslin Campus (100% grad rate – 55/55) Perspectives
Charter – Leadership Academy (94.5% grad rate – 55/58)

Indiana:
Did not have any chains – each successful school only had one school (not the same for some of
the unsuccessful schools).


